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LIBERTINE Rack

As our first product designed to meet the need for efficient solutions to organise small spaces, LIBERTINE Rack is a no-nonsense design with industrial roots and a Scandinavian tone.

With its slender and stable construction, which rests on the floor and leans against the wall, LIBERTINE Rack is a minimal and functional solution on three planes. Its powder-coated frame, available in four colours, is combined with a rounded oak pole that makes a pleasant sound when you place a coat hanger on it.

LIBERTINE Rack is also available in a chromed version, which references the Bauhaus period's focus on cantilevered chairs in tubular steel.

SPECIFICATION

Dimensions
—
LIBERTINE Rack
H 1860mm | L 720mm | D 300mm

Materials
—
FRAME – Steel tubes, powder-coated acrylic surfaces in black / light grey / dark green / white / chrome.

HANGER BRACKET – Chromed steel / solid European ash or oak, finished with natural-coloured hardening oil / solid European ash with black surface polyurethane lacquer.

Made to order
—
Alternative colour versions of LIBERTINE Rack to those in the standard collection can be made to order for projects. Please contact us by email or phone.

Delivery
—
Estimated lead time – 6-8 weeks.
Please inquire for stock availability.

Assembly instructions:
—
Visit product page on www.millioncph.com for assembly instruction video material.
LIBERTINE Rack

VARIANTS

BLACK
WHITE
DARK GREEN
CHROME
LIGHT GREY
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VARIANTS

WHITE

WHITE

Item No. 15000
FRAME — White powder coated
HANGER BRACKET — Solid oak, natural oil
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VARIANTS

BLACK

BLACK

Item No. 15001
FRAME — Black matt powder coated
HANGER BRACKET — Solid oak, black oil
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VARIANTS

DARK GREEN

DARK GREEN

Item No. 15002
FRAME — Dark green powder coated
HANGER BRACKET — Solid oak, natural oil
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VARIANTS

LIGHT GREY

LIGHT GREY

Item No. 15004
FRAME — Light grey powder coated
HANGER BRACKET — Solid oak, natural oil
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VARIANTS

CHROME

Item No. 15003
FRAME — Chrome
HANGER BRACKET — Chrome